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Abstract

With the vast development of energy harvesting technologies, wireless energy trans-

mission techniques have been widely developed. One of the most potential solution

to provide sustained network operation to ambient sensor nodes is the devoted ra-

dio frequency (RF) power source. The transmitter can be deployed more flexibly

and the its working lifetime can be extended using this source. In this thesis, we

would study the characterization of RF power source in charging procedure to deter-

mine the behavior of RF energy transfer(RFET) with a distinctive charging scheme

comparing to the normal steady voltage charging since its providing steady power

from the supply source to the storage element. Moreover, the relationship between

charging time, input power and output power is proposed and simulated. By using

this model the output RF power can be computed by given certain input RF power

and certain charging time. In terms of resource allocation, we compare two energy

allocation schemes(Zero-Forcing(ZF) and Maximum ratio transmission(MRT)) to

analyze the difference regards to achievable sum rate(ASR) and required downlink

transmit power(DTP) under the same condition and assumptions. The simulated

results imply that ZF is performing better than MRT under the same condition,

which is coinciding with the theoretical result.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Energy Harvesting

Figure 1.1: Simple Wireless Energy Transfer Example [1]

In remote sensor networks, communication of the sensor and the base station, de-

tecting, sensing and storage would consume energy. If the energy inside the battery

in the sensor run out, the deployed sensor would be quite difficult to be accessed

and to be replaced the batteries. Therefore, there are some recent works have con-

centrated on developing persistent operating sensor nodes by wirelessly powering it

in order to provide minimized power. There are some natural resources like solar

power [5][6][7], wind power [8], vibration power [9], ambient radio frequency source

[10]–[28] and getting power from human activities [29] which would provide energy

to ambient sensors wirelessly have been chosen and tested. However, these kinds of

resources cannot guarantee on providing sufficient energy to ambient environment
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under all conditions. Therefore, these sources are currently not relatively reliable

for prolonged sensor network system [30].

One of significant potential solution the deal with this ambient resource uncertainty

is the dedicated RFET [31]. Be that as it may, the accomplishment of RFET

depends on precisely anticipating the charging effectiveness and power level during

limited time used for charging. This is especially critical in integrated data and

energy mule (IDEM) exemplification [32], which develops the idea of the ordinary

data mule [33]. By advancing the previous data mule, this new exemplification

becomes especially critical in integrated data and energy mule(IDEM). The adjacent

or surrounded field nodes would be visited frequently by this innovative paradigm,

i.e. IDEM and a node would be also placed by it for collecting information remotely

and recharging it via energy transferred in RF. Since the remaining power strength

at a node is undefined and irregular, characterizing the charging time and power

would be useful for maximize the efficacy and help us to customize the charging

property.

Its critical for the charging operation if we can estimate the energy level of the field

sensor. To propel this issue, we consider the charging is doing on a basic R-C circuit

and the energy conserving unit is just a simple supercapacitor [3]. We would have

to characterize the charging time property of the circuit to find out the efficiency

of this dedicated radio frequency energy transfer(RFET).

Unlike regular powering of a normal capacitor from a steady voltage supply source

like dc supply, the RFET model is using constant power source. When the capacitor

is charged by a consistent voltage source, the beginning current is large, and then

slowly decrease to small value then to zero because of energizing charged capacitor

by the supply voltage. Using V0 to denote the supply voltage source, the expression

for the current and voltage across an supercapacitor in a normal series Resistor-

Capacitor circuit is shown here [34]

VC(t) = V0[1− e
−t
RC ] I(t) =

V0

R
e

−t
RC (1.1)

There are a few distinctions between the conventional charging and RF charging.

The most fundamental one is that the in conventional charging circuit, the supply

voltage is fixed at a certain value and it would not change till the completion of

charging. However, the second one is using constant power to charge the super-

capacitor. As increasing the supply voltage in the circuit, the current across the
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capacitor would decrease because the constant input power. Since the power across

the load is also constant, the voltage across it would increase. Therefore, it come

out with that if we increase the supply voltage (keeping input power constant),

the voltage across the load would increase accordingly. To this end, we proposed

expressions for characterizing the relationship between input power, charging time

and output power.

1.2 Resource Allocation

With the advancement in wireless powered communication MIMO system, the de-

mand of wireless data transmission service has increased enormously. Due to the

cost on the radio spectrum, the bandwidth is usually constrained. By increasing

the transmission data rate, in a way the power consumption on the receivers can be

reduced without enlarging the bandwidth, the wireless sensors network(WSN) can

be more efficient and the bandwidth can be easier to be controlled [35]. To achieve

this demand, its can be widely seen that multiple-input multiple-output(MIMO)

system has been implemented and developed because of its capacity to cause the

power consumption less costly and increase the spectral.

One of the most improvement of MIMO technique is the massive MIMO technique

with the increasing demand of bandwidth capacity. This technique is basically a

multiuser MIMO system with massive amount of base station antennas with lots

of antennas serving concurrently in those antennas [36]. To some extent it keeps

all the advantages of conventional MIMO technique and improve its behavior in as-

pects such as energy and bandwidth efficiency, interference reduction and reliability

[37]. Moreover, by using great amount of antennas in massive MIMO technique,

multiuser processing can be further simplified and thermal noise and fast fading can

be vanished [37].
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Motivated by the growing concern on power consumption in wireless communication

systems, green communication is a new concept proposed in recent years, which

aims to reduce the consumption of the traditional fossil energy. To convert green

communications from concept to reality, green communication techniques have been

intensively investigated in the past years, including the research perspectives on

energy efficient devices (e.g., energy-efficient RF module), employment of renewable

energy sources, energy-minimizing adaptive transmission, interference management

and mitigation, energy-efficient routing and multihop, and so on [38][39][40][41, 42]–

[43], as illustrated in Fig 2.1. Specifically, the green communication techniques have

the common objective of improving the energy-efficiency.

In addition to the use of energy-efficient devices, energy-efficient adaptive transmis-

sion is an effective technique to improve the energy efficiency for a single transmitter

[44]–[56]. By adapting the transmitters parameters (e.g., the constellation signal-

ing, the number of diversity branches, etc.) to the channel condition, the adaptive

transmission can trade off between the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency un-

der the performance constraints [57]. For a network with multiple transmitters, the

interference management and mitigation technique can be used to mitigate the in-

terference level at the receivers so that the transmission energy at the transmitters

can be reduced accordingly without compromising the SINR of the wireless link

[38]. Moreover, on network level, using the energy-efficient routing and multihop

techniques, information exchanges between two transceivers (e.g., the base station

and mobile terminal) can be realized by multiple relays with better channel condi-

tions. Since the information is transmitted over better channels, the same rate can

be achieved with lower transmission energy [38].
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Figure 2.1: Research perspectives on green wireless communications

Employing the renewable energy is a novel way to realize green communications,

which is motivated by the rapid development of the energy harvesting techniques

in recent years. For energy harvesting communications, the employment of the

energy harvesting transmitters can not only avoid the use of the traditional fossil

energy but also provide the exible deployment and perpetual operation [58] [59].

Due to the limited capability of the energy harvesting and storage, energy har-

vesting communications require the best use of the harvested energy, balancing the

communication performance and the potential energy outage and overow caused

by the energy harvesting dynamics [60], which is different from some traditional

techniques that realize the improvement on energy efficiency by solely reducing the

energy consumption.

Energy harvesting transmitter is the fundamental unit of the energy harvesting

communication system, typically consisting of the energy harvesting module, energy

storage module, and transmitter module [60][58] , as shown in Fig 2.2. The energy

harvesting module harvests ambient energy from the surrounding environment and

stores it in the energy storage module, which could be a rechargeable battery or

supercapacitor. The storage module powers the transmitter, which contains the

processor, sensing and radio blocks. Specifically, the sensing block performs the

sensing functionality, e.g., collecting the environment information, depending on

the application, and the radio block transmits the information processed by the
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Figure 2.2: The high-level block diagram of a typical energy harvesting trans-
mitter

processor and receives the data from the control center or another transmitters. In

particular, in addition to processing the information, the processor is also the con-

trol unit of the energy harvesting transmitter, controlling the transmitters working

status, e.g., the transmitting or receiving status, the modulation and code scheme,

and the transmission power.

Using the renewable energy is the most important feature of the energy harvesting

transmitter and we can characterize the transmitters operation (e.g., use specific

transmission policy) in terms of the energy consumption by the energy expenditure

curve (i.e., the integration of the energy expenditure over time) along with its

feasible region [61], as shown in Fig 2.3. Specifically, each energy expenditure curve

corresponds to a particular communication performance and must be in the feasible

region constrained by the energy harvesting process and the battery capacity. It is

easy to understand that the feasible region is upper-bounded by the accumulative

energy harvesting curve (i.e., the integration of the harvested energy over time) such

that the accumulated energy expenditure cannot exceed the accumulated energy

harvesting for all time otherwise the battery level would be negative. Also, the
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Figure 2.3: The energy expenditure curve and its feasible region.

energy expenditure curve cannot be below the curve formed by subtracting the

battery capacity from the accumulated energy harvesting (or zero, whichever is

larger) since the battery level cannot exceed its capacity [61].

For traditional grid- and battery-powered transmitters, we can also use the sim-

ilar way to characterize their energy expenditure curves along with the feasible

regions; however, we will see that their curves and feasible regions are quite differ-

ent from those of the energy harvesting transmitter. Specially, for the grid-powered

transmitter subject to the maximum transmission power, its energy expenditure

curve is continuous and the derivative (both left- and right-derivatives at the non-

differentiable point) cannot exceed the value of the maximum transmission power;

for the battery-powered transmitter, since the energy is not replenishable, its en-

ergy expenditure curve must stay below a constant horizon line (e.g., the dashed

line in Fig 2.3) that represents the energy initially charged in the battery. Note that,

since the different energy expenditure curves represent different operation schemes

and correspond to the different communication performances, the energy harvesting

transmitters operate significantly differently as compared to the grid- and battery-

powered transmitters. Therefore, lots of interesting and changeling research issues

arise for the energy harvesting transmitters, including the architecture design of en-

ergy harvesting transmitter, channel capacity of energy harvesting communications,

resource allocation, routing and relay selection for energy harvesting networks, and

so on, as illustrated in Fig 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Research perspectives on energy harvesting communications.

For energy harvesting transmitters, the architecture design is the most essential

issue, i.e., how to design the energy harvesting transmitter based on the specific

application. Since the energy harvesting transmitter is ideally expected to work

perpetually, we need to design and adapt the energy harvesting, modulation, and

sensing techniques to strike a balance between the communication performance

required by the specific application and the system reliability affected by the poten-

tial energy outage. The architecture design was addressed by lots of works [62][58].

Specifically, the energy-harvesting active networked tags (EnHANTs) were devel-

oped in [63] and [64]as small devices that can be attached to small objects that are

not traditionally networked.

Channel capacity is an interesting and challenging theoretical topic for energy har-

vesting communications, which provides the theoretical bounds on the performance.

Unlike the traditional battery-powered systems, energy arrival of the energy har-

vesting transmitter is a random process over the symbol durations and the harvested

energy is not necessarily consumed up immediately. On the other hand, when the

battery is empty, the transmission has to be interrupted. Thus energy harvesting

communications require a major shift in terms of the energy constraint imposed

on the channel input compared to those in the existing literature. Specically, the
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channel capacities for energy harvesting communications were discussed in [65] with

various energy conditions for various channels.

At the transmitter-end, the resource allocation is key to make the best use of the

harvested energy, ensuring the quality, long-term, and uninterrupted communica-

tions. With the battery, the harvested energy can be used immediately or stored for

future transmission. Therefore, by properly choosing the energy allocation policy,

the transmitter may use the energy to receive its maximum marginal utility, e.g.,

sum-rate. Moreover, in energy harvesting networks, joint resource allocation, e.g.,

the joint energy and spectral resource allocation, can provide additional degrees

of freedom for optimization, thus the harvested energy may be better utilized for

achieving an outperformed performance. The resource allocation for energy har-

vesting communications is widely investigated in the past years, which is also the

subject of this thesis. We will provide a detailed literature review for the existing

resource allocation techniques in the next section.

On network level, the studies of the relay selection and routing are also interesting

for energy harvesting communications, which aim to effectively schedule the data

transmissions in the energy harvesting networks. Specifically, in energy harvesting

networks, the energy consumed by the transmitter is mostly harvested from the

surrounding environment rather than the energy initially charged in the battery.

Thus, the traditional relaying and routing policies have to be revised in order to

decide how to deliver packets using the harvested energy efficiently for perpetual

operation. This requires a paradigm shift in the design of relaying and routing

algorithms. For example, [66] investigate the relaying and routing policies for energy

harvesting communications.

Moreover, some new research topics emerged for energy harvesting communications

recently. For example, incorporating the energy harvesting transmitter with the cel-

lular network, [67] discussed the availability of the energy harvesting base station

in multi-tier heterogeneous cellular networks. The topology planning problem was

considered in [68] for the cellular networks enhanced by energy harvesting. Instead

of passively harvesting the ambient energy, an interesting and challenging scenario

arises when the transmitter performs simultaneous wireless information and power

transfer [69]. It leads to the open problem for joint power control and user schedul-

ing, energy and information scheduling, and interference management [59].

In this paper, we will focus on energy harvesting in RF charging area. From [7]

- [30], [70]–[80], we can conclude that the sensor nodes cannot stay awake for a
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prolonged time since the charging rate of ambient source is normally much lower

than the sensor energy consumption rate. It would need to shut down for a while

to recharge then return to its normal operation. In addition, since the charging

environment is not always compatible for wireless charging, we would need to find

out a better wireless charging technique. Here is the comparison diagram provided

in [30].

Figure 2.5: Battery Charging Versus Normal Ambient Source Charging[2]

As we can see from Fig 2.5, in spite of some disadvantages of charging from a bat-

tery, it’s still more efficient and steady than regular charging from ambient source.

Therefore, building up a dedicated RFET model is a nontrivial task for developing

a reliable ambient charging source.

In [81], to reduce the RF charging delay in the network, an ideal movement tech-

nique of the wireless charger was proposed. In [82], a rechargeable wireless sensor

network with common energy-minimizing routing and energy-balanced radio fre-

quency charging scheme was proposed. Nevertheless, each of them is under steady

charging rate and relied on a linear charging model which is simplified and empirical.

To our best knowledge and undergoing sufficient research on past papers, it can be

summarized that currently there is no existing model available in the area of RF

charging time characterization. Our final RF charging model briefly is aiming to fill

up this knowledge gap and offering a reliable system for breaking down the efficacy

of the RFET network with portable charging units to provide prolonged system

operation[32].
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In [83], a systematic solution for steady energy loading of supercapacitors is men-

tioned. Its slightly different from our model since its about constant power de-

energizing rather than constant power energizing. Furthermore, [84] proposed an

analytical equation for supply voltage for steady power charging. However, it did

not purpose the equation expressing the relationship between the voltage expression

of the capacitor and charging time. This is required for describing the charging time

characterization. There are uncountable past works focusing on constant voltage

charging whereas not much analytical formulations on steady power charging can

be found.
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Chapter 3

System Model

3.1 Energy Harvesting Model

The energy harvesting procedure is divided into two steps, firstly the energy is

transmitted from the base station to the receivers, the receiver is considered as

RF powered sensors. Secondly, the harvested power by the sensor is deployed to a

P1110 functional block which can be regarded as a normal R-C circuit. In this stage

the received RF power is used to charged the supercapacitor in the circuit. Our

ultimate goal is to find out the variation of the voltage across the supercapacitor.

3.1.1 Energy Harvesting Stage One

According to [1], the received RF power by the sensor in the wireless powered

system is not linear to the input RF power and the relationship between them

can be expressed by Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Although the conventional logistic

Equation 3.2 with respect to the sensor RF power PERj
can also illustrate the

logistic relationship however it does not start from the origin. Since with zero

input RF power, the output RF power needs to be absolute zero, we introduce

this parameter Ωj in Equation 3.1 to achieve this need. In these expressions, the

maximum received power at ERj is denoted by constant Mj and aj and bj are

parameters denoting specific circuit characteristics like capacitances, resistance and

inductance. Generally speaking, the EH hardware circuit of each energy receivers is

fixed so Mj, aj and bj can be simply found by using a normal curve fitting functional

tool.
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ΦPractical
ERj

=
ΨPractical

ERj
−MjΩj

1− Ωj

, Ωj =
1

1 + exp(ajbj)
(3.1)

ΨPractical
ERj

=
Mj

1 + exp(−aj(PERj
− bj))

(3.2)

3.1.2 Energy Harvesting Stage Two

In stage two, In order to build up the three-dimension model and find out the

relationship between charging time, input power and output power, we would need

to build up a system model to simulate the process of employing the receiver RF

energy received(i.e. ΦERj
in Equation 3.1) from stage one and utilize it in a proposed

functional block.

As a unique example of steady power charging using RFET, the power obtained for

charging the ultracapacitor is kept unchanged for an RF source(with fixed trans-

ferring RF power) from fixed interval. According to [85][3], we can consider the

charging energy is delivered to a operation box and here we consider it as the

P1110 functional block. It is operating at 915.0 MHz and harvesting RF source

power from -5 to 20 dBm. This functional block would transfer RF energy received

from stage one to dc power and it can be used to power a circuit or just stored in

a supercapacitor. As we mentioned before, in constant power charging paradigm

increasing the input voltage would increase the voltage across the load accordingly.

As we can see in Fig 3.1, the voltage across the load is VOUT , which is equal to to

the supply voltage in Fig 3.2. Therefore, charging this P1110 functional block is

equivalently charging the equivalent normal R-C circuit as shown in Fig 3.2. The

capacitor here can be regarded as a normal sensor which is fetching energy from

the base station. As long as we can find out the relationship between the input RF

power from the base station, the charging time and the output RF power delivered

to the supercapacitor, we can be acquainted with the characteristic of the charging

procedure and by utilizing these features we can actually control the behavior of the

sensors. As a result, it could significantly simplify and optimize the design proce-

dure of RF charging via wireless communication network hence power consumptions

can be reduced to relatively low level.
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Figure 3.1: P1110 Functional Block[3]

Figure 3.2: The Equivalent Normal R-C Circuit[3]

Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law in the equivalent normal R-C circuit in Fig 3.2 we get

the Equations shown in 3.3:

V (t) = VR(t) + VC(t)

P = V (t) · I(t) = [VR(t) + VC(t)] · I(t)

= R · (dQ
dt

)2 +
Q

C
· dQ
dt

(3.3)

To further simplify this equation, we the simplification provided in [3], we can

ultimately achieve the expression for representing the voltage and current across

the supercapacitor as we can see in Equation 3.4 and 3.5[3]

VC(t) =
2
√
RP (1− 1

Z
)√

1− (1− 1
Z
)2

(3.4)
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I(t) =
dQ

dt
=

−Q(t)
C

+
√
(Q(t)

C
)2 + 4RP

2R
(3.5)

Where

Z =
1

2
[1 +W0(e

1+ 2t
RC )] (3.6)

and

Q(t) =
2C

√
RP (1− 1

Z
)√

1− (1− 1
Z
)2

(3.7)

As we can see in Equation 3.4, the output voltage across the capacitor is with

respect to the input RF transmitting power and parameter Z, which depends on

the charging time as shown in Equation 3.6. Moreover, the current as shown in

Equation 3.5 is with respect to the input RF power and the parameter Q shown in

Equation 3.7 is related to Z again. This implies that both of the voltage and current

are related to these two variables, input RF transmitting power and charging time.

In order to find out the output power across the capacitor, we just need to simply

multiply the output voltage by the current across it. Because the multiplication is

done in the matrix form, we are using dot product as shown in Equation 3.8. Ap-

parently the output received RF power POUT across the supercapacitor is a variable

depends on t and PIN . By finding the relationship between those three parameters,

we can ultimately control the behavior of this energy harvesting process and to some

extent a more efficient and less costly energy harvesting model can be developed

upon using the characteristics and the behavior of this model.

POUT (t, PIN) = VC(t) · I(t) (3.8)
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3.2 Resource Allocation Channel Model

Figure 3.3: A Single-cell Downlink Massive MIMO System[4]

As we can see in Fig 1.1 and 3.3, this wireless powered communication system

is consisted of single base station with number of M antennas which are serving

number of K single-antenna wireless receivers with identical source. It is assumed

to be in ideal channel state information(CSI) and Rayleigh fading massive MIMO

channel is used. The channel vector between the BS and the kth receiver are denoted

as hk and H is representing channel matrix. All the elements in H are identically

distributed complex Gaussian parameters with zero mean and single variance and

not dependent to each other. W is denoting the matrix of system beamforming and

the linear precoding vector of kth user is represented as wk.

According to [86][87], the vector of the receiver is expressed by:

y =
√
PdHx + n =

√
PdHWS + n (3.9)

Where x is the vector of the transmitter, Pd is the overall power in downlink trans-

mission power, n is the AGWN which stands for additive Gaussian white noise and

S stands for the sensor signal matrix. The size of H is K × M and the size of W is
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M × K. After the linear beamforming or precoding scheme the signal harvested by

the kth user can be expressed as:

yk =
√

Pdhkwksk +
√

Pd

k∑
i=1

hkwisi + n (3.10)

where
√
Pdhkwksk is the ideal signal interfered by

√
Pd

∑k
i=1 hkwisi and the noise is

denoted as n.

As it’s shown in [86], the SINR which is signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of the

kth user is given by[86]

SINRK =
Pd|hkwk|2

Pd

∑k
i=1 |hkwi|2 + 1

(3.11)

This is a function of the vector for transmitting beamforming.

In the letter, two transitional linear beamforming or precoding schemes are dis-

cussed and compared: the Zero-Forcing beamformer scheme(ZF) and another one

is Maximum Ration Transmission scheme. According to Equation 3.11, these two

scheme has their own expression for SINR hence we would use these two different

SINR in the following section 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Zero Forcing Beamforming Scheme

According to [88], by using the zero forcing beamforming (ZF) scheme the inter-

ference between users can be canceled out at every user hence the energy harvest

process can be optimized by using less energy source.

ZF precoding used by the base station is expressed as [86]

W = HH(HHH)−1 (3.12)

For relatively large enough number of K and M, the related SINR of kth user is

expressed as [89]

SINRzf
K = Pd(

M −K

K
) (3.13)
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3.2.2 Maximum Ratio Transmission Precoding Scheme

According to [88], by utilizing the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) scheme the

signal gain at desired user can be maximized so the power consumption can be

reduced thereby the energy receiving system is improved.

MRT precoding utilized by the base is given by [86]

W = HH (3.14)

For relatively large enough number of K and M, the related SINR of kth user is

expressed as [89]

SINRmrt
K =

PdM

K(Pd + 1)
(3.15)

As shown in Equations 3.13 and 3.15, we can see that using same values of Pd, M

and K in both cases, the SINR of two different schemes are still different. In order

to achieve a proper performance comparison, SINR cannot be assigned same values

in ZF and MRT schemes.

3.2.3 Achievable Data Rate

According to [86], achievable data rate (ADR) is one of the critical method used to

quantify the wireless communication network performance. It’s following the Shan-

non theorem which provides the largest data rate during the transmission procedure

in the downlink network. In this part, we assign the same parameters of the overall

downlink RF power and we assume that it’s equally distributed to all receivers. In

addition, all other parameters are set to under the same assumption. Therefore, by

using this theorem the expression of the channel capacity over AWGN channel can

by obtained as [89]

R = log2(1 + SNR)(bits/s/Hz) (3.16)

In Equation 3.16, SNR stands for signal-to-noise ratio. In wireless powered commu-

nication systems, channel state information (CSI) is an essential term. Basically,
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energy are transmitted from the base station to each receivers selectively and concur-

rently with CSI[90]. Afterwards, channel feedback from all the sensors or receivers

are sent back to the transmitter in uplink link so the base station can obtain the

CSI. Thus, a ideal CSI in built up in the transmission network. As we can see

in Equation 3.16, the receiving signal by every user is composed of additive white

Gaussian nosie and the interfering signal between each user. Therefore, the ADR

of each user in the wireless communication MIMO system with ideal CSI can be

expressed as [89]

Rk = log2(1 + SINRk) (3.17)

For all of these users, the achievable sum rate can be expressed as

Rsum = Klog2(1 + SINRk) (3.18)

3.2.3.1 The Achievable Sum Rate with ZF Scheme

In the case of Zero Forcing scheme, achievable sum can be obtained as [86]

Rzf
sum = Klog2(1 + SINRzf

k ) (3.19)

By substituting 3.13 into 3.19, we can further get:

Rzf
sum = Klog2[1 + Pd(

M −K

K
)] (3.20)

3.2.3.2 The Achievable Sum Rate with MRT Scheme

In the case of maximum ratio transmission, achievable sum can be obtained as [86]

Rmrt
sum = Klog2(1 + SINRmrt

k ) (3.21)

By substituting 3.15 into 3.21, we can further get:
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Rmrt
sum = Klog2[1 +

PdM

K(Pd + 1)
] (3.22)

It can be seen that in Equation 3.20 and 3.22 same assumption and parameter

values are assigned. When the value of transmit antenna M � K, ZF scheme can

obtain better data rate comparing to MRT precoding scheme.

3.2.4 Downlink Transmitting Power

In this section, the achievable sum rate is assigned to be the same in ZF and MRT

schemes in order to achieve the same condition. The downlink transmitting power

is otherwise considered as a variable since it’s a significant measurement scale of

the power efficiency. A more energy efficient communication system consumes less

power to achieve the same quality of service. According to [86], for the purpose of

derivation, we represent

α =
M

K
(3.23)

And

α− 1 =
M −K

K
(3.24)

3.2.4.1 Downlink Transmitting Power with ZF

Substituting Equation 3.24 into 3.20 and given the ASR in both linear transmission

schemes are identical, we can get

Rsum = Klog2[1 + P zf
d (α− 1)]

⇒ ln[1 + P zf
d (α− 1)] = ln2(

Rsum

K
)

(3.25)

Exponential can be taken in the both sides of the equation:

P zf
d =

e
ln2Rsum

k
−1

α− 1
(3.26)
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Substituting Equation 3.24 into 3.26 gives

P zf
d = K[

e
ln2Rsum

k
−1

M −K
] (3.27)

This gives the overall downlink transmitting power with Zero Forcing scheme.

3.2.4.2 Downlink Transmitting Power with MRT

Using the same method as used for the last scheme, we substitute Equation 3.23

into 3.22 and yields:

R + sum = Klog2(1 +
pmrt
d α

Pmrt
d + 1

) (3.28)

Exponential can be taken in the both sides of the equation:

Pmrt
d =

e
ln2Rsum

K
−1

α− [e
ln2Rsum

K − 1]
(3.29)

Substituting Equation 3.23 into 3.29 yields:

Pmrt
d =

e
ln2Rsum

K
−1

M
K

− [e
ln2Rsum

K − 1]
(3.30)

Pmrt
d =

K[e
ln2Rsum

K
−1]

M −K[e
ln2Rsum

K − 1]
(3.31)

Because of the overall downlink transmitting power is considered to be identically

distributed to all the receivers and same as the achievable sum rate. There are

three cases are learned from [86] for our computation, considering three different

parameter values conditions in Equation 3.27 and 3.31.
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1. First Case: Assuming the overall power is demanded to achieve exactly one

bit per second per Hz for every user. That is:

Rsum = K, e
ln2Rsum

K = eln2 = 2

⇒ M −K[e
ln2Rsum

K − 1] = M −K
(3.32)

According to this assumption and from the Equation 3.27, 3.31 and 3.32, we

can give a conclusion that:

P zf
d = Pmrt

d

With same amount of power divided among every users, even with M � K,

the overall downlink transmitting power is same for both cases.

2. Second Case: Assuming the overall power is demanded to achieve more than

one bit per second per Hz for every user. That is:

Rsum > K, which yields

Pmrt
d > P zf

d

According to this assumption, we can make a conclusion that for ASR uni-

formly distributed among every user, as the total number of the transmitting

antennas raise to M � K, ZF is requiring less energy than MRT to achieve

the same amount of energy for every user. It implies that ZF has higher power

efficiency while achieving higher data rate.

3. Third Case: Assuming the overall power is demanded to achieve less than

one bit per second per Hz for every user. That is:

Rsum < K, which yields

Pmrt
d < P zf

d

According to this assumption, we can make a conclusion that for ASR uni-

formly distributed among every user, as the total number of the transmitting

antennas raise to M � K, MRT is requiring less energy than ZF to achieve

the same amount of energy for every user. It implies that MRT has higher

power efficiency while achieving lower data rate.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Results

4.1 Energy Harvesting

4.1.1 Energy Harvesting Stage One

In the first stage, the process of transmitting energy from the base station to the

receivers is simulated and analyzed. The simulated result in Fig. 4.1 shows the

behavior of the charging procedure during the energy transmission process. As we

can see in the figure, when we increase the input RF transmitting power from 0W

to 70mW, the output RF power is actually saturated when the input power reach

around 40mW. This illustrate that the our proposed non-linear energy harvesting

model for practical energy harvesting circuit wireless energy harvesting is coinciding

with the experimental result provided in [91] and [92]. Moreover. this result also

implies that linear mode proposed by [93] [94] [95] [96] and [97] is not precise for

modeling a non-linear energy harvesting circuit.

Figure 4.1: Behavior of stage one charging process
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4.1.2 Energy Harvesting Stage Two

In the second stage, the energy harvested from the transmitter is utilized in the

receivers and a functional block name P1110 is employed to simulate the energy

harvesting process. As we can see in Fig. 3.1, the voltage across the load is VOUT ,

which is equal to to the supply voltage in Fig. 3.2. Therefore, charging this P1110

functional block is equivalently charging the equivalent normal R-C circuit as shown

in Fig. 3.2. The capacitor here can be regarded as a normal sensor which is fetching

energy from the base station. As long as we can find out the relationship between the

input RF power from the base station, the charging time and the output RF power

delivered to the supercapacitor, we can be acquainted with the characteristic of the

charging procedure and by utilizing these features we can control the behavior of the

sensors. As a result, it could significantly simplify and optimize the design procedure

of RF charging via wireless communication network hence power consumptions can

be reduced to relatively low level.

In the simulation process, Equation 3.8 is utilized and firstly we set the range of

time from 0 to 1s and choose a fixed value of PIN and try to find out the relationship

between charging time and the harvested RF power across the supercapacitor. Af-

terwards, we gradually increase the input RF power from the base station in order

to find out the relationship of these three variables. As we can see in Fig. 4.2, as the

charging time increases to around 0.9s, the harvest output RF power is saturated

even with different input RF power PIN . This comply with the same relationship

comparing to the charging procedure in stage one. Moreover, Fig. 4.2 also illustrate

a well-known rule that when input RF power PIN is increased, the output power

would be increased accordingly.

Figure 4.2: Behavior of stage two charging process with different values of input
RF power
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4.1.3 Three-dimensional Simulation Result

Figure 4.3: Proposed Three-dimensional Model

As we can see in Fig. 4.3, it’s describing the relationship between the charging

time, input BS RF power and output capacitor RF power. Upon utilizing the

characteristics and behavior of this three dimension energy harvesting model, we can

ultimately control the output RF power consumption by designing certain among of

input RF power and/or certain charging time. In addition to this, if we are given a

input RF power from the base station and the time period to charge certain device,

we can easily work out the final output RF power the device is using.

4.2 Resource Allocation

4.2.1 Achievable Sum Rate with ZF and MRT

For the purpose of proving and validating the theoretical and experimental result

discussion in chapter3, simulations is conducted using same conditions and assump-

tions. In Fig. 4.4, the overall downlink transmitting power available is 15dB and

the number of receivers K is equal to 10.

The relationship between the number of transmitting antennas and the overall

achievable sum rate is shown in Fig. 4.4. Firstly, it can be obviously seen that

the achievable rum rate would increase as the number of base station increases in

both ZF and MRT schemes. Moreover, from the comparison of these two sets of

data it can be seen that ZF can obtain much greater sum rate than MRT. For the

range of 20 to 200 transmitting antennas, the achievable sum rate of ZF is two

times, almost three times greater than MRT. As a result, it can be concluded that
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Figure 4.4: Behavior Comparison of Total Achievable Rate versus the Number
of Base Station Antennas

ZF can achieve significantly much greater data transmission rate comparing to MRT

scheme where the input base station transmitting power is shared uniformly among

every user.

4.2.2 Overall Downlink Transmitting Power with ZF and

MRT

Fig. 4.5 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate the relationship between overall downlink trans-

mitting power and the number of transmitting antennas. In all of these three cases

the number of wireless receivers(users) K is 10, however the desired achieved sum

rate is different in each case.
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1. Case One

Figure 4.5: Behavior comparison of overall transmitting power acquired to
achieve exactly one bit/s/Hz for every user

2. Case Two

Figure 4.6: Behavior comparison of overall transmitting power acquired to
achieve more than one bit/s/Hz for every user
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3. Case Three

Figure 4.7: Behavior comparison of overall transmitting power acquired to
achieve less than one bit/s/Hz for every user

As we can see from Fig 4.5 4.6 and 4.7, although in these cases the overall downlink

transmitting power for two linear precoding schemes are not as diverse as the achiev-

able sum rate, there is still some difference of their behavior in resource allocation

process. In Fig 4.5, the downlink transmitting power is acquired to obtain exactly

one bit/s/Hz for every receiver and the desired achieved sum rate is 10 bits per

second per Hz. In Fig 4.6, the downlink transmitting power is acquired to obtain

more than one bit/s/Hz for every receiver and the desired achieved sum rate is

15 bits per second per Hz. In Fig 4.7, the downlink transmitting power is acquired

to obtain less than one bit/s/Hz for every receiver and the desired achieved sum

rate is 5 bits per second per Hz.

In general, as the number of base station increase, the overall downlink transmit-

ting power drop down for all of these three cases. Specifically, in Fig 4.5 the overall

required power for two precoding schemes are same but in Fig 4.6 the ZF transmis-

sion scheme acquire less power to achieve the desired sum rate and the condition

is opposite in Fig 4.7. Simulations results for three cases are coinciding with the

theoretical result discussed in section 3.
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4.2.3 Achieved Sum Rate Versus Downlink Transmitting

Power

Figure 4.8: Power Efficiency Comparison of ZF and MRT

In the end, the relationship between the achieved sum rate (ASR) and the overall

downlink transmitting power (DTP) is analyzed. The results illustrate that in

the same level of overall downlink transmitting power (in the range of 0 to 20

decibel), much greater data transmission rate is achieved by ZF scheme comparing

to MRT. The ASR is greater than the number of wireless receivers, which means

that the resource allocation scheme is being run under the second case that we

discussed above in section 4.2.2. Therefore, each user is utilizing the power more

than 1 bits/s/Hz thereby we can conclude that Zero Forcing scheme has less power

consumption and utilize the power more efficiently.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In conclusion, one of the most potential solution to provide sustained network oper-

ation to ambient sensor nodes ins the devoted RF energy source. Its different from

conventional constant supply voltage charging since its providing steady power from

the supply source to the storage element. The characterization in charging proce-

dure to demonstrate the behavior of RF energy transfer procedure has been an-

alyzed and obtained thereby the relationship between charging time, input power

and output power is derived.

Moreover, the behavior of two linear precoding schemes ZF and MRT are analyzed

and compared in different perspectives. The main characteristics has been analyzed

are the achievable sum rate and overall downlink transmit power which are obtained

under the same condition and assumptions. In addition to this, simulation results

further support and validate the previous study and show that ZF can obtain greater

data rate comparing to MRT. Therefore, we can summarize that ZF is a better

choice in the wireless powered communication MIMO system. In the future, we

could further extend our analysis to both downlink and uplink area or the multi-

cells MIMO system.
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